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RUBRIC TO ASSESS  A BASIC DIGITAL SITE
 

ASPECTS 4 EXCELLENT 3  GOOD 2 NEED IMPROVEMENT 1 LOW PERFORMANCE

Aim and Topic

The digital site has clear aims and 
topics, both of which are very well 
structured and coherent at the 
whole site.

The digital site has clear aims and 
topics; however, there are one or 
two odd elements.

The digital site has somehow 
confusing and/or unclear aims 
and topics.

The digital site has no aim or 
topic.

Content
The five news reports are included. Only four news reports are included There are several news reports 

not included.
Only one news report is 
included.

Knowlege of 
the Material

The student proficiently 
understands the material included in
the digital site and knows where to 
find additional information.  The 
student can easily answer questions 
regarding the content and the 
procedure used to create the online 
site.

The student understands the 
material included in the digital site 
well. The student can easily answer 
questions regarding the content 
and the procedure used to create 
the online site.

The student has a basic 
understanding of the material 
included in the digital site. The 
student cannot answer questions 
regarding the content easily, or 
about the procedure used to 
create the online site.

The student does not seem to 
have learned a lot throughoyt 
the project. The student cannot 
answer most of the questions 
regarding the content, or about 
the procedure used to create 
the online site.

Images 
(accessibility)

Every image (above all, those used 
for navigation) has an ALT label and 
its corresponding link, so that 
disabled viewers are able to surf the
site well.

Every image used for navigation has 
an ALT label and its corresponding 
link, so that disabled viewers are 
able to surf the site well, but not 
the rest of the images.

Most images used for navigation 
have an ALT label and their 
corresponding links, so that 
disabled viewers are able to surf 
the site well.

Needs of disabled viewers are 
ignored.

Layout

The digital site is exceptionally 
attractive and a useful showcase. It 
is easy to find key elements and 
both blank spaces and multimedia 
elements as well as spatial principles
are effectively used to organise the 
material.

The digital site is attractive and can 
be regarded as a useful showcase. 
Every key element is easy to find.

The digital site is a useful 
showcase, but it looks too full of 
information and/or it is not 
engaging. Most elements are easy
to find.

The digital site has too much 
information, it is detracting, and
it is often difficult to find key 
elements.
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Grammar and 
Spelling

The digital site does not have any 
grammar or spelling mistakes.

The digital site has 1-3 grammar 
and/or spelling mistakes.

The digital site has 4-5 grammar 
and/or spelling mistakes.

The digital site has more than 5 
grammar and/or spelling 
mistakes.

Team Work

The students are respectful towards
each others' ideas, are able to 
distribute tasks in a fair way, show 
commitment to quality and support 
one another.

The students are respectful towards
each others' ideas, and are able to 
distribute tasks in a fair way. Some 
of the students show commitment 
towards quality and support one 
another, but not all.

The students are respectful 
towards each others' ideas, and 
are able to distribute tasks in a 
fair way. However, there is little 
evidence that shows commitment
towards quality by the members 
of the team.

The students argue with one 
another and/or do not respect 
each others' ideas and 
contributions. Feedback is not 
positive and the members of 
the team do not support each 
other. The project has been 
carried out by 1 or 2 members 
of the team.

Site 
engagement

The students have made an 
exemplary job at designing a really 
engaging interesting site for its 
target audience.

The students have made a neat job 
at designing an engaging 
interesting site for its target 
audience.

The students have included lots 
of information in the digital site, 
but there is little evidence of the 
intention of designing an 
engaging and interesting site for 
its target audience.

The students have provided the 
minimum information required 
in the digital site and has not 
adapted it in order to design a 
more interesting site for its 
target audience.

Creativity

The news reports are totally original
and creative

The news reports are original but 
not very creative.

The news reports  are not very 
original and not very creative.

The authors  copy their news 
reports.
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